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WOKENESS AND THE AMERICAN 
WORKING CLASS

by Jack Metzgar

Recent attacks by some Democrats on other Democrats for being too “woke” have revealed 
complicated class dynamics and a certain professional class blindness that afflicts the Demo-
cratic Party.

The standard charge against Democratic wokeness is that 
it is turning off working-class voters by advocating (or even 
considering) defunding the police, open borders for immi-
gration, and critical race theory. Few Democratic politicians 
actually embrace these views, but they are still scored for not 
running away from them. Conversely, woke Democrats con-
clude that their critics want to pander to white racism that the 
woke see as endemic in American society, and especially in 
the white working class.

In this debate the working class is defined as all those who do 
not have at least a bachelor’s degree and the middle class, 
as everybody who does. Often, even though everybody would get it right on a true-false test, 
the working class is assumed to be all white and the Democratic Party no longer the party of 
the working class. In fact, fifty-eight percent of the coalition that elected Joe Biden was work-
ing class—thirty-two percent white and twenty-six percent workers of color. This multi-colored 
working class tends to share a political perspective that does not fit into a standard left-right, 
liberal-conservative spectrum. A large portion, probably a majority, does not recognize itself in 

this conventional line-up of political positions.

Though research has shown this over and over 
again, middle-class professionals continue over 
and over again to try to fit working-class voters into 
what is a political line-up peculiar to the thirty-six 
percent of adults with college educations.

Though not universal, a characteristic working-class political perspective across all races com-
bines a strong-to-moderate social and cultural conservatism with a solid populist economic 
progressivism. Within this general orientation against broad social and cultural change but for 

A large portion, probably a 
majority, does not recognize 

itself in this conventional line-
up of political positions.
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progressive economic change, there are an even wider range of political views that do not fall 
easily into a left-right spectrum. Social conservatives are not necessarily conservative on all so-
cial issues, and economic populists line up differently in relation to different economic policies. 
As a recent study by Jacobin’s Center for Working-Class Politics found: “Ideological consisten-
cy across issues is relatively exceptional and tends 
to be concentrated among the well-educated and 
wealthy.”

The wildly diverse ideological inconsistency among 
working-class voters is generally ignored among 
pollsters, pundits, and the politically conscious in 
favor of simple racial-class stereotypes that are not 
completely inaccurate but that obscure important realities and the potentials within them. For 
example, most black workers abhor the idea of defunding the police, most Latino and Latina 
voters are skeptical about illegal immigration, and most white workers do not think they are rac-
ists and would be ashamed of themselves if they were. Majorities or large minorities, however, 
support rigorous police reform, comprehensive immigration reform, and prohibitions against 
racial discrimination of any kind. These are not fully progressive positions, but neither are they 
fully socially conservative. On economics, on the other hand, majority working-class views range 
from mildly liberal to well to the left of Joe Biden, especially on taxing the rich.

Somewhere in this ideological stew there is a sweet spot that Democratic activists and opera-
tives either can’t find or aren’t even looking for because they are isolated in professional mid-
dle-class venues at work and at home. In those restricted environments the left-right spectrum 
is the only one that makes sense, and it guides their thinking away from the rich complexity of 
a messily multicultural American working class. The actually existing working class has much 
more positive political potential than either woke or anti-woke Democrats can apparently see.

“Ideological consistency 
across issues is relatively 

exceptional and tends to be 
concentrated among the 

well-educated and wealthy.”
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 I had written about badass criminals like Bruce White for 
decades—in the newspaper, on television, and in fi ction under 

the morbid cloak of “Th e Monster Th at Ate the City of Baltimore.” 
But until I met Bruce near the end of 2012, I never truly knew one. 

 White had been a notorious, gun-crazed biker/junkie and career 
criminal in a city with an entrenched heroin problem going back 
at least to the 1930s, a two-time inmate who passed a seven-year 
stretch without a single visitor other than his attorney. 

 Our relationship began late in the summer of 2012 with a long-
distance call from Baltimore as I walked my daughter’s dog in 
Hollywood. 

 “Rafael Alvarez?” 
 “Yes?” 
 “I’m Bruce White,” said a gravelly, right-to-the-point voice on 

the other end. “I hear you’re a writer.” 
 Indeed: Writer-for-hire; no job too small. 
 Th e day that Bruce called I hadn’t worked in television for about 

fi ve years, since the one-hundred-day Writers Guild of America 
strike from Halloween 2007 to Valentine’s Day 2008. I’d driven 
to LA from Baltimore to work on a screenplay with my daughter 

 Introduction 
 anybody can 
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while taking network meetings in hopes of landing a script—any 
script—to prevent a lapse in my WGA health insurance. 

 Bruce found me through Michael Salconi, an actor from Balti-
more’s Little Italy who played a uniform cop named Santangelo on 
the HBO series  Th e Wire.  I wrote for the fi rst three seasons of the 
show, a much-heralded drama praised for everything from the so-
cial arguments it posited (never put your faith in institutions) to 
the nuanced humanity of its bad guys, some of them very bad guys. 

 But not even on  Th e Wire  did bloody reprobates take nether-
world journeys worthy of Dante and Bela Lugosi and come back 
to tell the tale. 

 “When I fl at-lined and the old dude in the other world said, 
‘I read your book,’ I knew he meant the book of my life,” said Bruce, 
recounting a moment from his near-death experience aft er being 
shot by a SWAT team. “Aft er that sunk in for a few years, I knew 
I needed to write that book and knew I didn’t have the education 
or talent to do it.” 

 I’m not sure about the talent (always a wild card), but Bruce 
is one of the more intelligent people I’ve met in a lifetime of be-
friending strangers. Had things been diff erent in his early years—if 
he had not been molested as a young boy, if the tens of thousands 
of dollars his family spent on hospitals and lawyers had gone in-
stead to summer camp, travel, and tuition—his life surely would 
have been otherwise. 

 Th e son of a successful decorative box salesman and an elemen-
tary school teacher, Bruce was born into an all-white, postwar 
suburb of lawyers, doctors, and businessmen. As a child, he took 
dance and etiquette lessons and had all of his needs—and most 
of his wants—met. White’s rosy memories of this somewhat idyl-
lic childhood are brief, ending abruptly when he was six or seven 
years old and sexually abused by older boys in the neighborhood, 
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the foundational trauma of many an addiction. By the fourth 
grade, he was smoking cigarettes and drinking wine in the woods. 
Marijuana soon followed. 

 Pot is oft en called the gateway to hard narcotics. For Bruce, 
simply being alive opened the fl oodgates to anything that would 
let him forget who he was. By his mid-teens, White was shooting 
dope and soon robbing pharmacies. He once allowed a jail doctor 
to remove part of his salivary gland just for the pain meds that 
came with the surgery. 

 Now in his early sixties and drug free since 2003, he said, “I used 
every hustle out there to get one more—just one more hit.” 

 White was paroled aft er serving seven years (twice escaping at-
tempts by other inmates to kill him), and for a while, the prosecu-
tor who convicted him kept a photograph on her desk of Bruce in 
a cap and gown, college diploma in hand. It was a reminder that 
while rehabilitation among hardened criminals is rare, anything is 
possible. 

 A decidedly nonreligious man, Bruce is adamant that almost 
everything he does is an attempt to serve the will of the God who 
brought him back from hell in this world and the edge of Gehenna 
in the next. Of the journey, he says, “I was an animal, and then 
I had a Saul conversion.” 

 It is a conversion in which he became drug free behind bars, 
began advising the same courts that sent him to prison on how to 
deal with fellow addicts facing jail time, and started a drug treat-
ment center with absolute insistence on abstinence. 

 No matter how much progress the multibillion-dollar treatment 
industry makes in understanding the science behind addiction—
and what little progress they have made has been slow—the spiri-
tual component of recovery is cited as crucial by virtually every 
addict with quality recovery. 
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 Against the twenty-fi rst-century opioid epidemic, the Bruce 
White story is a detailed portrait of the brutal intractability of ad-
diction while supporting an equal, illogical truth: even the most 
depraved junkie can recover from the progressive, fatal disease. 

 Addiction in all its guises has thoroughly saturated American 
society, and thus there are overlapping audiences for this book. It 
is neither self-help manual, academic text, nor religious tract. Just 
the story of one man. 

 Th is is a piercing look into the psyche of the addict, beginning 
long before the fi rst drink was taken, the fi rst drug ingested. It 
courses through decades of criminal activity, practically inevitable 
in the world of hard drugs. It may provide insight, for treatment 
providers, policy makers, law enforcement, and the long-suff ering 
families and friends of addicts. Th e most prized reader, however, 
would be the hopeless junkie craving one more—“one more hit,” 
as White puts it—the person who can’t fathom the possibility of a 
way out. 

 Bruce White  was  that person. And, for some time now, he has 
not been. 

 “If I can get clean and sober,” he said, “anyone can.” 
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 “You promised me he would not end like this.” 
 —Mernie, Bruce’s grandmother 

 On January 7, 1998—watching a movie and ingesting 
narcotics the way someone else might enjoy a bowl of 

popcorn—Bruce White yet again faced cinematic, near-certain 
death. 

 Soon to be forty years old, Bruce was in his room at his par-
ents’ home in lily-white Lutherville, Baltimore County, Maryland. 
A convicted felon, he’d been using drugs every chance he had since 
elementary school. 

 At fi rst, he felt extraordinary pain, lost consciousness, and em-
barked on an adventure worthy of Alice, except that White’s Won-
derland was an especially odious subdivision of hell. 

 Bruce was the complete give-me-what-I-want-and-get-out-of-
my-way-or-I’ll-fuck-you-up dope fi end. He had seen and caused 
a lot of pain and ugliness to anyone unlucky enough to cross his 
path in a life devoted to drugs, kicks, fast machines, women, and 
violence. On the face of it, not a unique story. 

 1 
 Th e Most Interesting Book 

the Old Man Had Ever Read 
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Chapter 16

 But very few have experienced the sojourn Bruce took while 
minding his own business and watching a war movie at his fa-
ther’s home on a winter’s night. Or at least come back to tell 
the tale. 

 Bruce awoke from a narcotic drowse with pain in his hand, hav-
ing passed out in his bedroom with a cigarette between his fi n-
gers. He lit another and glanced at the TV to pick up the thread 
of  Platoon . 

 “It was the part where Willem Dafoe is going into the tunnel. 
I always liked this part,” said Bruce, noting that at the time—thirty-
eight years old and weary of the street game—he was “lost in my 
own tunnel of explosions.” 

 He kept a safe in the room and went to it for Dilaudid—an opi-
oid painkiller—laughing because he couldn’t remember the last 
time he was able to watch a movie in one sitting. Kneeling to open 
the safe, he hoped there’d be some “good red pot” left  to comple-
ment the Dilaudid. He found a needle and the pills but was out 
of reefer. Reaching into the pocket of a pair of pants, he found a 
dollar bill and folded into it eight tablets of the Dilaudid—“all that 
would fi t into the syringe”—and looked around for something to 
crush the pills. 

 Th e amount, he said, “was maybe three times as much as anyone 
might use.” 

 Using a glass by the bed, he crushed the Dilaudid inside the dol-
lar bill, shook the powder into a spoon, and tapped the rolled-up 
bill to get every last speck of dope. Putting a dab on his tongue he 
pronounced it bitter, familiar, and pleasant. 

 Th e ritual had begun. In the bathroom, he ran water in the glass, 
used it to fi ll a hypodermic needle, and then squeezed the water 
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THE PATH FORWARD FOR 
UNIONS AFTER AMAZON

by David Madland

The failed effort by workers at Amazon’s Bessemer Alabama warehouse to unionize highlighted 
just how difficult it is to form a union under US labor law—as well as created a moment to think 
about the path forward for labor unions.

Because US law contains glaring weaknesses that allow em-
ployers to intimidate workers with, for example, one-on-one 
meetings with direct supervisors about the union that often 
include veiled threats and provide no monetary penalties if 
employers cross the line and fire or discipline a worker for 
union support, much of the discussion has focused on these 
flaws. But the path forward for unions needs to involve not 
just stronger rights for workers and a fairer process for joining 
a union but also policies that actively encourage workers to 
join unions and encourage broader-based bargaining. 

Active encouragement of unionization—by providing unions 
with a platform to recruit members and incentives for workers to join unions—and support for 
broader-based bargaining so that all workers doing similar work receive similar pay are key steps 
forward for unions in today’s economy, as I explain in my book, Re-Union: How Bold Labor Re-
forms Can Repair, Revitalize, and Reunite the United States.

Unions provide a service that benefits society 
broadly—higher wages for most workers, includ-
ing many non-union workers, and political voice 
for the working class. Because people can benefit 
from these services even if they don’t pay for it, 
society gets too little of public goods like unions. 
As a result, policy should not only provide strong 
union rights but also needs to actively encourage 
membership. 

Unions provide a service that benefits society broadly—higher wages for most workers, includ-
ing many non-union workers, and political voice for the working class. 

Unions provide a service 
that benefits society broad-
ly—higher wages for most 

workers, including many non-
union workers, and political 
voice for the working class.
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Just as the government supports small businesses with targeted lending, government contracts, 
and protections from monopoly competitors, it also needs to encourage labor unions with a 
range of policies. Unions, for example, should deliver or help people access governmental 
benefits—including workforce training, retire-
ment benefits, and enforcement of workplace 
laws—akin to how unions help make unemploy-
ment insurance work in countries like Sweden, 
Demark, and Belgium. This model has proven 
effective at ensuring quality services and gen-
erating high and stable union membership: it 
ensures visibility, provides access to workers, creates incentives for workers to join, and paves 
the way for greater recognition of the important work that unions do to support a fair economy. 

The changing economy has also made it harder for workers to collectively bargain at their 
worksites—the place where American labor law encourages bargaining to occur—because 
worksites have become more mobile and companies can increasingly contract out work. Bar-
gaining solely at a single worksite has always left out too many workers compared to bargaining 
at a higher level such as the sector or regional level—but the problem has gotten much worse 
in the modern economy. Workplace-level bargaining also causes unionized employers to have 
higher labor costs than their competitors and thus increases employer resistance to unions. In-
deed, Amazon allegedly threatened to close down the Bessemer, Alabama warehouse if it were 
unionization.

In today’s economy, unions need to be able to bargain not just at the worksite, but also for all 
workers across an entire industry no matter the type of workplace they have, no matter how their 
employment is structured. This is often called sectoral or broad-based bargaining. 

Broader-based bargaining raises wages for more workers and ensures that similar work receives 
similar pay, which not only limits opportunities for discrimination and closes racial and gender 
wage gaps, but also encourages industries to more efficiently allocate economic resources and 
prevents good employers from being undercut by low-road competitors. 

Supporters of unions should seek to not only ensure workers have strong rights, but also ensure 
that policies create platforms for recruitment and incentives for membership as well as encour-
age bargaining beyond the worksite level.

Indeed, Amazon allegedly 
threatened to close down the 

Bessemer, Alabama warehouse if 
it were unionization.
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Welcome to 1869, The Cornell University Press Podcast. I’m Jonathan 
Hall. This episode we speak with Michel Hillard, author of Shredding 
Paper: Labor and the Rise and Fall of Maine’s Mighty Paper Industry, pub-
lished by our ILR Press imprint. Michael Hillard is Professor of Econom-
ics at the University of Southern Maine, and has published widely in the 
fields of labor relations, labor and working class history, and the political 
cconomy of labor and capitalism. Michael has taught and written about 
the history of US corporate governance, and especially the pernicious 
effects of financialization since the 1980s. We spoke to Michael about 
the many powerful interviews he had with the workers and managers of 
Maine’s paper industry; how his research found that the main culprit for 
the industry’s decline was not offshoring nor automation, but the Wall 
Street takeover of American manufacturing; and how Maine’s “folk polit-
ical economy” -  the lessons that the workers and the managers learned 
during this time period - can potentially help our country shape, more 
viable economic models for everyone involved. Hello, Michael, welcome 
to the podcast.

It’s my pleasure to be here. Thank you for having me.

Well, it’s our pleasure as well. And we want to congratulate you on your 
book, Shredding Paper: Labor and the Rise and Fall of Maine’s Mighty Paper 
Industry. Tell us the backstory. How did this book come about?

Well, I guess it goes back to my undergraduate graduate school days, 
where I was just born to be an interdisciplinary person, I had an under-
graduate program called Social Thought and Political Economy ranging a 
bunch of big topics in graduate school, I studied mainstream economics 
and radical political economy. But all the way through my experience as a 
student, I had a great labor history mentor, Bruce Laurie, and really like 
thought that labor history was the leading perspective to make sense out 
of American society, politics, class, race, gender issues, all of that. So that 
was my background. And I had a department that was fortunate to let 
me teach that teach labor history along with with political economy and 
economics classes, I came to a state that is a very working class state with 
a very distinct history. And that being the state of being and the labor 
situation, the paper industry, when I got here, so paper was the biggest 
industry in the state of Maine, kind of like, as I started the book, you 
know, like main was to Detroit, a paper just nobody knows that. And it 
was being roiled by these really drives that turned out badly for the work-
ers. And so I became very engaged in it. And then, you know, I decided, 
as I was approaching 40, that I wanted to do a really substantial piece 
of primary research. And my passion was labor history. And, you know, 
I kind of dug around a little bit and I realized that there was very little 
literature nationally or locally on labor and the paper industry that the 
last real good book that are made really maybe the only good academic 
book before mine, that told us the story of the labor movement, the paper 
industry is written by a historian Robert Zieker. And that was in 1984. 
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So you know, it’s about 20 years ago and then serendipity I there’s the 
oldest paper mill in the country that’s still running is four miles from my 
house and from from my, my office at the university, so I had students 
who were no who knew that they were going to lose their jobs, or 40 
years old, they were coming back to school to make a career transition, 
because they knew their mill was laying off workers. And so it just start-
ed there. And I had a passion for qualitative research. I really think that 
you know, cultural analysis through interviews is a really robust form of 
research, that it really good colleague who I think my book name artists 
camera on, who is a distinguished oral historian who kind of turned me 
on to the literature of community memory and things like that. And in 
the end, you know, it’s sort of like I think every group of workers that 
have the unique experience deserve to have their story told, but as I’ll 
probably elaborate a little bit more. This industry that was iconic to the 
state was in rapid decline, you know, being roiled by strikes and workers 
being permanently replaced and things like that. And I sort of realized 
that it wasn’t just a labor story, but it was a story of a place. Um, you know, 
and again, most labor history history texts are very community based 
studies. It’s a kind of classic way of, you know, Lawrence or Pittsburgh or 
something like that. Think about the paper industry though is that paper 
industry for reasons I explained in my book very thoroughly, went to a 
very remote areas because the paper industry needed really With water-
falls, in dense forests, and there were not a lot of places that were ideal for 
that. But in the, you know, late 19th century, Maine was the place to be. 
And the thing about that is that because paper mills are enrolled regions 
far away from cities and universities, I think that had a lot to do with why 
it was a less studied story. So I knew there was a story to tell that sort of a 
broadaudience in my state in northern New England would be interested 
in and then I think, for posterity telling the story of this particular group 
of workers in in a very unique industry was worthwhile. So that’s how I 
kind of got into it. And the oral history stuff turned out to be fascinating, 
because it’s like being a historical detective. And as soon as you talk to a 
few people like these things emerge with, you know, in one case, I talked 
a lot about in my book about this local mill St. Warren, was founded in 
1854. It’s like, these, I walked in talk to these 70 and 80 year old people 
who had worked there for their whole lives, and only want to do is tell me 
about the founder of the company, and all the great things that the com-
panies to do so like, this was like, the community conversation, like spy 
is this unique, generous employer and, and they had very specific, like 
rescue stories and things like that. And if it into the community memory 
piece, and so and then people on the main labor movement are like, Hey, 
there was this incredible strike 40 years ago, up in the northern part of 
the state and madawaska, and there was a logger strike. So these stories 
that kind of emerged from being, you know, ethnography really means 
that you’re doing cultural analysis in an embedded place, and you learn 
about things a lot of different ways through interaction, because I was 
connected to the labor movement, the state, on people came forward, all 
these stories leads talk to this person. And so, so kind of took off from 



there. And but also, as a political economist, you know, one of the things 
that has lot to do with the reading and writing I do in teaching is just 
understanding the historical phases of capitalism and having political 
economy concepts to understand that big thing that I talked about in my 
book is how the paper industry came to me right to beginning of what 
historians consider to be the second industrial revolution. The first one 
is in Great Britain, initially, and then the United States developed a mass 
production capacity that advanced it way past England in the mid to late 
19th century. And any industry that could mechanize and invest in heavy 
capital, and figure out a mass production system had a mass market to 
sell it to. And so there’s a very distinct story there. And again, you know, 
there’s there there was historical work done business history done on the 
paper industry, but again, very, very kind of scant. So, you know, I, it kind 
of emerged as to what story was I going to try and tell I was going to try 
and tell a story of these workers. And I’ve focused in my book, mainly 
on the period after 1950, but the backstory of how the industry came to 
mean, what it was about its labor process, the labor relations, which were 
paternalistic for a very specific set of reasons. It just kind of emerged. So 
it was, it was a great process, it did take me over 15 years to do it. But it 
was just as kind of labor of love that unfolded on as I engaged it on, and 
this thing took shape. And you know, and then the book came out of it.

So Wow, I love that approach that you’ve taken that. You mentioned, your 
qualitative research, you have the stories of the workers, some of them 
in your own class, but also, you’re right in the community. So you have 
this bottom up history, lived history told by the workers themselves. And 
then you also have this kind of meta picture, this top down history of the 
forces acting upon workers tell us about how this approach jelled. And 
some of the stories that emerged from this.

Well, I mean, it partly gelled through my own reading of multiple fields. 
So like, you know, as I said, I came out of graduate school in the 80s, with 
the political economy, background and political economists who have a 
connection to sort of Marxian inflected economic history, the transition 
to capitalism and so forth globalization. And then, and then in the 90s, 
before I in the 2000s, about the time I started the book, I started read 
a lot more deeply in the industrial labor relations field, which at that 
time, was starting to put out books that talked about specifically how 
to change in capital. From that mass production era and a certain kind 
of managerial model, it was called managerialism or corporatism or I 
used it. Business historian Alfred Chandler is sort of like the anchor for 
understanding that so there used to be this kind of, you know, generous 
corporation that took care of its workers and the community and things 
like that, you know, invested into long term Then how that all went away. 
And as I was reading a lot of this literature 2025 years ago, you know, 
globalization is sort of the hook that almost everybody in the public un-
derstands about what’s changed about American capitalism, like, why 
is manufacturing been in decline? Oh, well, all the jobs went to China. 
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And that’s like an easy answer, but it turns out to be a limited answer. 
And what I saw in a number of different sources, and also in my political 
economy field is interested in what’s called heterodox macroeconomics. 
And so this term fight financialization came to describe the rise of sort of 
what I would call the Wall Street takeover American industry in the 80s 
and 90s, in the sort of debasement of Employment Relations, and, you 
know, driving companies into the ground, and all that kind of stuff. And 
that was a separate process from globalization. Globalization, you know, 
was a confounding factor also in the decline of a lot of industries. But 
the financialization, especially 20 years ago, in most contexts was really 
under recognized, I think, now it’s increasingly recognized, I’m continu-
ing to research and write about it after my book, but and then what hap-
pened is that, you know, in my interviews, what my informants 150 or so 
that I talked to over, plus 10 year period, included lots of managers, you 
know, that’s one thing the labor relations field taught me is that if you’re 
looking at labor, you’re really looking at labor management, it’s you have 
to understand management. And again, the labor relations field is very 
good at that. And I found a really interesting story, they interviewed some 
fantastic managers, you know, and spent their career in the industry and 
had all kinds of insight about when they got merged with Scott or Inter-
national Paper, what happened. And then, you know, in the end, they 
told the stories of essentially the undermining of industrial competence. 
And in what I was learning was that the industrial competence of paper 
industry is very, very distinct. One of the things I do stress in my book 
very much is that while the paper industry in Maine was part of this mass 
production revolution, wasn’t an assembly line revolution, because paper 
production is so incredibly intricate, it’s a chemically based, you have 
these huge runs of paper that are easy to spoil, they tear and they have 
spots, they don’t have the right characteristics when it gets to a fancy, 
you know, printer that’s making glossy magazines or whatever. And so, 
you know, the story emerged about how there was this really powerful 
industrial competence at the heart of the story. Going back to the late 
19th century, and how much financialization undermined that the sort of 
turnover of owners at the top have come in and you know, change their 
business model without really knowing what they were doing, and not 
listening to the workers and not honoring the sort of traditional reciproc-
ity between management labor. So so this is very rich story. That would 
be inadequate, if I just told the labor story, or I just told the business slash 
capitalist story. And so, you know, my interdisciplinary background gave 
me those multiple lenses.

And then the material itself again, you know, the many stories that I talk-
ed to, I mean, I, I interviewed people who were born around 1910, and 
started the industry in the 20s and 30s. On, you know, there’s nothing 
more amazing, and I looked back on, you know, 18 years ago, like one 
summer, I interviewed four or five people in their 90s, who just could tell 
me the arc of most of the history of the industry. And so, you know, it’s 
just, it was just a wonderfully sort of organic process. But at the heart of 
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it was that, I think the proper way to tell story about labor and capitalism 
is to understand the experiences of the workers and the nature of their 
work and the nature of the organizations and the social movements, that 
they have things of that nature, but you really have to understand the con-
text. In the context is, you know, I quote, that phrase that you mentioned 
before, from Leon fake was a labor historian, that political economy in 
short, is the forces acting upon workers. And so there was one set of 
forces that had to do with that second industrial revolution. The business 
model that I talked about is sort of a patient long term capital managerial 
that could accommodate unions. And in the case of paper industry, what 
was unique is that even before unions became a constant in the industry 
around 1940, for the 60 years before that, the skill in dedication of work-
ers was so crucial that the employers were already very generous and 
that’s where those origin stories came from, is that they remember the 
kind of capitalism that existed before where, you know, basically, there 
was a sense of absolute security but also respect and you know, again, 
when you interview workers in any you know, I mean, like I teach about 
labor, you know, I’m reading about Walmart and childcare and eldercare 
workers who are treated poorly right now. And like people want dignity 
and respect in their jobs. And there was a version of that where there was 
very central to the culture, and the technology and the practices of the in-
dustry for a long time. And then it all kind of went away pretty quickly in 
a 20 year period. So people live through that could kind of really paint a 
vivid picture of something that I was reading about in academic sources, 
but you know, they told me the sort of live story and so in the end, you 
know, I think kind of complex to use an academic term complex binaries 
can turn out to be really interesting. So, you know, the binary of capital 
and labor like this one has all these paradoxes in it, you know, and the 
nature of the work had paradoxes in one of the things that I highlight. 
And if I’d had more time and energy I would have done more with and 
I have a second book in mind that might explore some of this stuff. But 
you know, one piece of the industry is that it’s a chemical industry, right? 
It’s like you make paper with chemicals with chlorine and 17 other differ-
ent kinds of very toxic chemicals. And so you know, when paper mill is 
making pulp which would sometimes run pulp and then maybe not run 
it on the third shift and then run it again, you can smell it for 10 miles 
away, this is horrible sulfur smell. And when I first came to Portland, the 
local St. Warren mill was still making pop up until 1999. And you know, 
the wind would come from the west on a day they were making pulp and 
it was just like, incredibly disgusting. And the workers you know, had 
this phrase widely used, I was able to found lots of citations for it when I 
looked at looked it up later that they called it the smell of money. As I say 
in the book, there’s sort of a profound but understandable act of denial 
that workers and managers and people in the community went through, 
which is that they were working in a bad chemical factory. There’s a really
potent narrative in a book that came out the same year as mine Milltown 
by somebody who grew up in one of these paper mill towns carry all 
smells the writer and she basically grew up in, you know, a cancer cluster. 



There was a doctor in her town, it’s Rumford, one of the iconic paper mill 
towns where Oxford paper was created over a century go and curiosity I’ll 
just like chases down the story. She starts with a family history, but then 
she in the family history is all about how everybody dies of cancer at a 
premature age and rare cancers. And then turned out there was this town 
doctor that explored that so you know, people put up with punishing 
shiftwork on because of how they wanted to distribute kill the skill with-
in a factory, everybody rotated through the three different shifts every 
month. And so once a month, you were doing midnight to eight o’clock, 
and then switching out of the day and switching out in the evening. And 
switching on to the night you did that every month for like 40 years. You 
didn’t you work most Sundays you didn’t get to go to church, you didn’t 
get to go see your kids, you know, marching High School Marching Band 
or things like that. I mean, they all talk about how much they gave up 
for that. And so, you know, one of the things that was really remarkable 
about is just how this industry which was so generous to them, and gave 
them a higher standard of living and more, especially more economic 
security, and a fair amount of voice in their job compared to any other 
blue collar job in Maine. On the one hand, on the other hand, they had to 
put up with all of this stuff. And you know, people get into their middle 
ages 50s and 60s and get really pretty horrible diseases and die young. 
And that was all kind of accepted as part of it. So to me, it’s like the story. 
The main paper industry is a really good example of all the contradictions 
of capitalism that many good and brilliant things go on. I put the term 
mighty paper industry into the title of my book, because I was trying to 
figure out a way to capture like, how remarkable this industry was that 
nobody really understood. And when you dig into what it’s sort of like, 
Oh my god, you had no real No, no, no sense that there was that much 
technology in the 19th century that there were hiring MIT chemists in 
the 1890s to come to me and help figure out their chemical processes on 
how they made the best paper and that’s one of the things that I high-
light my book is that you know papers one of those things that’s just in 
the background like everybody knows it’s there. You take it for granted, 
you don’t think about it, like toilet paper, but you have like, you pick up a 
glossy magazine and that’s starting to go by the wayside with you know, 
digital production and the internet but up until fairly recently, everybody 
had coffee table books and corporate annual reports and stuff like that. 
cardboard boxes and so like the number of products in the industry is 
really remarkable and You know, the skill that it would take from the 
research and development department to the engineers and firsthand on 
the shop floor to the people who packaged it was really just remarkable. 
And so, you know, to me, it’s like this was one of the great manufactur-
ing legacies in the country, and kind of taken for granted, not very well 
understood. So it was really, in many ways, just such a great experience 
to learn that remarkable story, and then learn the workers experience and 
you know, how the great things and the warts and horrors all fit together. 
So that’s kind of like the way so that sort of two sided story and a whole 
bunch of different ways is really what kind of emerged for me. 



Jonathan It is an incredible story and the interviews that you have, particularly 
with managers that there was one phrase that came through in the book 
where one of the managers said that they felt that the Wall Street take-
over was almost like a like an invading army. And, and that is so visceral, 
it’s, it’s, it’s so frustrating for me to hear these stories where you have 
this industry at the top of its game, making the best paper in the world, 
and then completely undermined from within by these financial forces. 
It’s, it’s mind boggling. And I know it’s not just the paper industry, this 
is like manufacturing as a whole all around the United States. It’s just 
incomprehensible that we could take this thing that yes, warts and all in 
from an environmental perspective and health perspective and but just 
the pride that people had, and the the amount of knowledge that was 
passed on worker to worker manager to manager to how to make things, 
right. And then that have that come in and deliberately sabotaged by wall 
street. It’s it gets so angry with reading these things. And so so but but 
you do have this idea that that that is that lesson has been remembered 
in what you call mains folk political economy. And tell us a little bit about 
that. And what you think that this whole political economy, both in Maine 
and at large, because this is an in many areas in the country that we’re 
manufacturing is left? What can it teach us? What what’s the net worth? 
Where do we go from here?

Sure, sure. And as I mentioned, before we started the interview, I’m con-
tinuing to research on this topic. So Well, let me put it this way. So I had 
this perspective on financialization from a lot of academic literature that 
I, you know, read and taught about. And then I encountered it in the 
stories and the research, because I did a lot of, you know, newspaper and 
archival research as well, about this. But you know, the thing that hap-
pened in in the country in the United States was just this sort of ideolog-
ical and institutional shift that I described in the book, a lot of scholars in 
the industrial labor relations field write about this. That, you know, what 
took off around 1980 was the rise of this institutional investor, which are 
Wall Street companies like BlackRock that manage pension funds, and, 
you know, large stock index funds and things of that nature. And, you 
know, the ironic thing is, is that all this capital represents the savings of 
working in middle class people around the country, but they don’t con-
trol how to use Wall Street does. And there was this rise of this concept 
of shareholder primacy, a very important book that I teach, and then I 
talk a lot about, that came out about six, seven years ago as David Wiles. 
The fissured workplace where he really does version of what I do in my 
book, I mean, it’s a much more comprehensive story than mine, where 
he examines how Wall Street specifically put court push corporations in 
the late 80s and 90s, to adopt this idea of core competency to shrink 
your employment to only those who are essential to the core competency. 
So like Apple employs a million people around the planet, but they only 
have about 70,000 direct employees. So that kind of sub contracting off-
shoring, all that kind of stuff kind of comes with that. So, you know, I 
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think the largest story of the last 40 years is that the rampant inequality 
that has become one of the two or three central crises of our country, you 
know, comes more from financialization than people realize. So in the 
story of the folk political economy, what I was struck by is that I had these 
like, people jumping out of their seats to tell me about St. Warren or 
reading memoirs that talk about humanism founded both International 
Paper in Oxford Paper Company, two major companies that originated 
in Maine. But have these communities had these like memories of that? 
Yeah, I was Okay, it’s community memory, what is this about, like, ev-
eryone’s repeating the same stories or versions of the same stories, and 
it was often about being rescued. And what they were talking about in 
these particular narratives about how, you know, just there was, there 
was a floor under everybody that was managed by these companies, like 
nobody fell through the floor, if you got injured, you still got paid, you 
know, if you were an alcoholic, they kept you on the payrolls, even if you 
had to go, you know, go to rehab three times a year, and there’s stories 
by managers that they had our local hospital own, you know, originally 
owned by the paper mill that they regularly like sent these World War 
Two vets with PTSD to, to dry out, but they talked about that. And then 
they talked about how all of a sudden, the company was owned by people 
from out of state.

And they ruin the forests, and they ran the mills into the ground, and 
they, you know, in this this, so, so as I dug into this and found it in dif-
ferent parts of the state, and different versions of it, it became really clear 
to me that, that people who have lived through the experience of two dif-
ferent phases of American capitalism, understood it that way. And they 
did it in a folk way. So it was an academic, that’s why use the adjective 
folk. But they understood that, you know, they had this industrial compe-
tence. And they had the particular commitment of the employers to the 
employees and communities, and how that evaporated, and what was it 
replaced by it was replaced by conflict. And as I mentioned, the begin-
ning the interview in the 80s, these companies started to ask for really 
draconian cutbacks, it was part of, you know, we want raise your profit 
rates and your share price. So you have to squeeze labor in this is not any 
other industry. This is like, you know, this intricate production process 
intricate set of skills, a lot of independence and respect by managers for 
the senior workers and all of that. And that was being, you know, pushed 
aside. And in some cases, in the case, International Paper, this big strike 
that happened in j in 1987 1988, they purposely pushed the workers into 
striking so they could permanently replace them with non union work-
ers. So you know, the way that they were able to tell the story about how 
this all happened, really lined up with an academic perspective on these 
two phases of American capitalism. And you know, and they were basi-
cally, you know, I think one of the things that I say, in a number of places 
in the book is that one of the things that I think we’re talking about na-
tionally in this country right now is the tension between the marketplace 
in a moral community, in a marketplace idea of capitalism, that it’s all 
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about transactions, it’s all about individual businesses, consumers and 
workers, just, you know, making, you know, market exchanges on a daily 
basis. And, you know, kind of an Adam Smith’s story of everybody looks 
after their sole self interest, and good things come out of that, and then a 
moral perspective. And I think one of the things that the whole political 
economy really speaks to, is that if you’re the fifth generation worker in 
a particular community, particular mill with pride in what you do, and a 
long legacy with a particular institution, that institution is not a bundle 
of decomposable assets to use the language of some of the economists 
who support financialization, it’s a living thing with people and commit-
ments and traditions in them. And I think that, you know, the debate in 
the country over the last 30 or 40 years has been, are we a marketplace 
society? Or we are we a moral society with markets as part of it. And they 
were siding with that we’re a moral community, where with markets as 
part of it, and so markets should be embedded in moral practices and 
moral relationships. And if you talk to somebody, I have a friend from 
college who has been a senior r&d Vice President, Silicon Valley over the 
last 30 years, and I talked to him, it’s all cutthroat. You know, it’s all you 
know, we can’t put capital into something that doesn’t make make the 
average rate of profit because your waist, you know, that’s going to be 
destroyed by the marketplace. And the fact that matter is that there are 
other countries where those financial rules don’t exist as five national 
rules didn’t exist before 1980 in the country, and they don’t really exist in 
the same way, the same ruthless way in countries like Japan or Germany, 
or Sweden, or Denmark. So. So with all of that in mind, I really think 
that, you know, there’s a legitimacy to the place of moral commitments in 
our economy. That is now the conversation we’re having about inequality, 
you know, which is that if we have a country that has doubled its GDP 
per capita in the last 30 or 40 years and we have more poor people in a 
third of the country. Working, you know, starvation or non livable wag-
es. And you just have to pick up good journalism from the New York 
Times or something to see all this stuff going on. What are we doing? 
You know, why do people struggle with massive amount of debt that they 
can never get out from under because they went to college, and they 
didn’t quite finish, but they had 40 or $50,000 in debt. And then they 
can only get $12 an hour Johnson, they’re just screwed for the rest of their 
life, housing insecurity. So there’s just, you know, certainly health, health, 
healthcare insecurity. So there’s all these different things that we see in 
capitalism. Right now, at the heart of it, we have this financial class, that 
I mean, if you know much about what they’re doing, besides running 
companies in the ground, and taking good paying employment systems 
and replace them with, you know, minimum wage, precarious employ-
ment systems end spending 100%, or more of their profits on propping 
up share prices, which is what’s going on last 15 years or so, I mean, like, 
there’s there’s a looting going on over existing corporations at the top that 
most people don’t understand. And so what I’m really struck by is that 
when this started to wash over the country, and it came to me, and it hit 
these particular workers in this industry, they saw something upfront, 



and they had some really human insight about what was wrong with it. 
And so I connect what they’re saying to what we’re facing right now. And 
the struggle that we see going on in the country, you know, in the halls of 
Washington and October, September, October 2021. It’s sort of like, Are 
we going to bend some of this wealth towards, you know, creating a mor-
al economic system? Because we don’t have it right now. And it’s gotten 
worse over the last couple of decades?

Yeah. So I think I think that that’s we talked about before the interview 
that your book has taken off, there’s a lot that you’ve written it for general 
readership, and you’re getting and you’ve written it for the state of Maine, 
and a lot of Mainers, as well as people from the rest of the country. This 
is this is information that you said, sometimes you can see this in the 
New York Times, but not everyone reads the New York Times. And so 
you’ve you’ve brought this accessible story with the narrative from not 
only the workers, but also the the managerial class as well as the forces 
from Wall Street. And we are what can we learn from this? And how can 
we move forward? I think that that’s what our country is at the crossroads 
that a good chunk of the population is saying our country’s not moving 
in the right direction. And that a revisitation of this moral economy, as 
you describe it sounds good to me. And other countries have successfully 
done it as well.

Well, that’s the thing. That’s the thing. I mean, you know, one of the big 
academic questions, by people who been towards a progressive or left 
side on think about societal issues, is is compat. Is capitalism compatible 
with that kind of moral economic system? And there’s some some critics 
who think that it’s absolutely not, you can pick up a radical magazine 
like Jacobin, and get, you know, 20 articles a month, telling you that it’s 
just not possible unless you convert to some other kind of system. And 
we know that millennials are like, you know, roughly 50-50, at worst, in 
favoring socialism over capitalism, although what people mean by that 
is kind of up in the air. But I think, you know, the answer that I have is 
that on that, I think there were elements of, you know, a moral society in 
capitalism, I think it was limited. And I tried to be clear about the limits 
of what you know, was true of the paper industry and talk about some of 
the consequences for workers and, you know, health problems, things 
like that in the industry. But that said, you know, there’s there’s a kind of 
language in academia of embedded capitalism and capitalism embedded 
in institutions that humanize the economy, then, yeah, you can have a 
version of capitalism, but not one, where you have the version of cap-
italism that we have the United States right now, you know, in related 
literature is that and it’s something that I teach in a lot of classes to un-
dergraduate graduate students is that we have like the meanest business 
elite in capitalist history. Or one of the means, you know, that they’ve 
been very social, Darwinian all along, they saw the business organized 
in the 40s 50s and 60s to ideologically and politically kill the New Deal, 
which again, was a humanization of capitalism with social security and 
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legalization of unions and things like that, and they’ve gone after that 
pretty successfully with the rise of Reagan and everything like that. And 
so you know, it’s like they’re just to be really empirical about it. Like you 
need to have balance in society. One of the things Main narratives in the 
labor relations field is that Paul Osterman says this in a book called Se-
curing Prosperity wrote about 20 years ago and a lot of people reference 
it that, you know, what do we want in the in the labor market? You know, 
if you’re talking about a national labor market, well, you want efficiency, 
you want the right workers in the right jobs, right. And that’s a big issue 
in 2021, right now with the discombobulation of the pandemic. But then, 
you know, especially from the point of workers, you want economic secu-
rity, you want opportunities for upward mobility, you want equity within 
the firm, and within the economy. And very important, you want worker 
voice, you want workers to have a meaningful say in the condition in fea-
tures of their work. And it’s possible to make commodities for a profit in 
privately owned companies and have those characteristics. But it takes a 
very different set of institutions in class forces, then we’ve had this coun-
try in the last 40 years or so. So I think it’s possible, I think, you know, 
again, we’re on the brink here in the fall of 2021 of some significant im-
provements in some of those areas. One of the concepts that I like to use 
most in talking about this is the idea of a social wage, which is the part of 
your standard of living that you get through the government provision as 
opposed to the market. And, you know, I think what modern capitalism 
has taught us is that it’s hard to have a moral economy, if you don’t have 
an ample in in consistent social wage. And so, you know, we see a lot 
of troubles with raising children right now in terms of childcare, pre K, 
and stuff like that. And then dealing with aging population, both cases, 
the labor model is to pay people who take care of our most cherished 
loved ones, you know, $12 an hour in insecure employment. So those are 
things that you can identify, talk about and fix. There’s some legislation 
right now to deal with it, I think over the longer run, changing the model 
of what’s called corporate governance, which is, you know, what version 
of who controls a corporation? And what purposes do they bring it in, I 
think financialization has proved to be horrible for society. And there are 
reform proposals from senators, Elizabeth Warren, but especially senator 
Baldwin from Wisconsin, you know, that have worked with the academ-
ics who are experts on this and said, you know, we should eliminate stock 
buybacks, and we should put workers on corporate boards of directors. 
And so you know, I think the models exist. I think experts like myself, 
and really, when I say experts, like myself, I’m really drawing on all of 
this collective expertise that I’m just trying to channel. But, you know, 
the expertise, the policy proposals, and even some of the political will, is 
there. But we have a long way to go, obviously.

Definitely, definitely. Well, I’m sure we could talk all day that you’re a 
fascinating person to talk with. And I want to thank you again, for all the 
hard work you’ve put into this research. You know, decade and a half, put-
ting this into this, this great book, Shredding Paper: Labor and the Rise and 
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Fall of Maine’s Mighty Paper Industry. We’re proud to be publishing your 
book to get it to the largest audience possible. We look forward to your 
next book potentially. And and thank you for all the work that you’ve been 
doing to promote the the, these the book, but also the stories and getting 
the story out there. So more and more people can hear this.

Can I see a couple brief things before we go? 

Yes, please. 

I do want to tell people that they could look this up on the internet that 
I have two podcasts that are produced with my old history interviews, so 
you can hear the stories of the workers and managers from their own 
mouths. One is called Madawaska Rebellion, and the other is called Re-
membering Mother Warren. So I would urge people to look into that 
because we now live in the podcast generation, then the second thing I 
would say is I just really want to thank Fran Benson, and ILR Press for, 
for publishing my book. Fran was a wonderful editor to work with. ILR 
press has done a wonderful job telling the stories about workers in capi-
talism that deserved to be told, so I’m honored to be part of it.

Well, we’re honored as well. Thank you so much. We really appreciate 
you coming to our podcast, and it was great talking with you. My plea-
sure. That was Michael Hillard, author of Shredding Paper: Labor and the 
Rise and Fall of Maine’s Mighty Paper Industry. 
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wages, to strategize. I was disinvited from the 
meeting by the host and told it was a closed 
meeting, though the registration did not 
indicate it being so. The corporate offices of 
Goodwill have not returned my emails. The 
debate will continue even after the bills are 
passed or not, since even in the best scenario, 
subminimum wages wouldn’t be fully abol-
ished in five years.

to the inner workings of the Disability Indus-
trial Complex. This book exposes the issues 
to a general audience. Subminimum wages, 
known in the FLSA as 14 (c), have been contro-
versial for decades, but the Raise the Wage Act, 
as well as stand-along bills, such as the Trans-
formation to Competitive Integrated Employ-
ment ACT, are being introduced in Congress. 
Senators Cotton and Romney oppose phasing 
out 14 (c) and have proposed their own bills. 
This issue is so controversial that during the 
week of April 12, 2021, a webinar was hosted 
by SourceAmerica, an entity that supports 
about 200 organizations in the country who 
use the 14 (c) certificates to pay subminimum 

Boycotts aimed at informing the public that 
some Goodwill CEOs made $500,000 year 
while some workers with disabilities earned 
pennies per hour. I decided my insider POV, 
and my writing experience could be put to use. 
I believed a book tracing the rise of the sub-
minimum wage practice alongside disability 
rights history could illustrate how corrupt the 
Disability Industrial Complex had become.

2. How will your book make a difference?

Since the 1960s forward there have been 
dozens of committee hearings, GAO reports, 
watchdog interventions and abuse after abuse 
found with the practice of paying submini-
mum wages, yet the public is largely not privy 

“The corporate offices of Goodwill have not 
returned my emails.” 

two Questions with
DOUG CRANDELL
author of Twenty-Two Cents an Hour

1. What inspired you to write this book?

In 2011 the notion to overturn a 74-year-old 
law allowing for subminimum wages paid to 
workers with disabilities was the focus of a 
bill called the Fair Wages for Workers with 
Disabilities. It didn’t pass and Goodwill and 
other major players spent time and lobbying 
money on keeping it from happening. It was 
an issue I was working on for over twenty 
years by then, and I was stunned that the 
very entities purporting to care about people 
with disabilities had not only lobbied against 
it but had spent more than $2 million dollars 
in doing so. At the time, there were Goodwill 
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The 2001 annual meeting of the Western Worker Cooperative Conference has 
occupied the  whole of Breitenbush Hot Springs, a health spa and rustic resort of 
cabins and a lodge scattered around a geothermal hot springs along a tributary 
of the North Santiam River in the Cascadian Range in Oregon. Its soothing 
beauty is appealing to conference organizers, but at least equally impor tant is 
that it is a worker cooperative: a com pany collectively owned and run by its work-
ers. That is, rather than investors extracting profit by paying below what the 
scheduling,  house keeping, grounds maintenance, cooking, and administrative 
 labor of  running a resort generates, the Breitenbush Hot Springs workers make 
up the collective entity that owns the business, and they share profits among 
themselves. In choosing this site as a place for worker- owners to share practices 
and insights, the international princi ple of “cooperation among cooperatives” 
(International Cooperative Alliance, n.d.) is brought to life.

In October, the thick surrounding forest is starting to flare into oranges, reds, and 
yellows; trails through them to the many natu ral saunas and hot tubs that dot the 
property are tempting. Nevertheless, the cheery central lodge room— its floors 
strewn with pillows used by most conference- goers to sit on, its walls hung with 
tapestries and the sort of batiked fabric that proclaims an alternative vibe—is warm 
and full of West Coast worker cooperative members gathered for a pre sen ta tion on 
coordinating power between cooperative teams. Like the attendees, the presenters 
are almost entirely also members of worker cooperatives, although a few are mem-
bers of nonprofits that provide development ser vices, and occasionally an academic 
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WORKER COOPERATIVES

What Workers Want

working- class  people . . .  want to come in, do their job, and get home 

to their families. they  don’t want to sit through endless meetings.

— Herbert Gubbins,  People’s Daily Bread Bakery

every one knows . . .  their boss is an asshole who  doesn’t know 

anything, and if the boss would just go away they could get the job 

done more efficiently.

— Jan Bridges, One World Natu ral Grocery



2 cHAPteR 1

researcher like me is pre sent. Two white  women and one white man from One World 
Natu ral Grocery are explaining how their fourteen work groups choose their own 
method of demo cratic control (consensus, majority rule, or two- thirds rule) and 
how this affects the decisions the grocery makes together in its monthly meetings. 
During the question and answer period that makes up half the session, conference- 
goers probe members of this cooperative grocery about personal dynamics and 
managing conflicts.  There are many approving nods when the presenters describe 
their system of communication notebooks and policy manuals, but it seems like half 
the room gasps and the other half giggles when,  after being asked how they manage 
so many books of rules, a grocery presenter claims that any rules that do not work 
get “buried and forgotten.” He shrugs off their reaction: “That’s how it works!”1

A worker- owner from  People’s Daily Bread Bakery, Herbert Gubbins, is frown-
ing. He, I know, is the bakery’s CEO, although  here he tends to use the title more 
commonly used within the bakery of “lead coordinator.” A tall, severely thin white 
man in his fifties with neatly cropped hair, he’s dressed in crisp khakis and a forest 
green button- down shirt embroidered with the bakery’s logo, a long earring dan-
gling incongruously from one ear. When called on, he compliments the grocery 
on its innovations, but then quickly shifts into a critique of the conference. All the 
workshops on management, he asserts, are about participative self- management, 
a deeply demo cratic version of the team- based management style that seems to be 
all the rage in the corporate world at the turn of this new  century (Appelbaum 
et al. 2000). Herbert’s voice gets harder when he says that’s all well and good for 
young  people ready to practice skills developed in their college seminars, but it is 
not efficient or useful for workers at his bakery. “ These are working- class  people 
who want to come in, do their job, and get home to their families. They  don’t want 
to sit through endless meetings.” He says the bakery’s man ag ers— most of whom, 
I  will  later discover,  were raised with  little  family wealth,  little  family or commu-
nity experience of higher education, and a local culture commonly described as 
working- class (see, e.g., Bettie 1995; Bourdieu 1984; Halle 1984; Lareau 2002; 
Skeggs 2011; Willis 1977)— did not want to post a “no boss”- focused conference 
advertisement in the bakery  because they  were insulted by the insinuation that 
real cooperatives do not have man ag ers. Herbert proclaims that if worker coopera-
tives are to truly address the material and cultural needs of working  people “who 
have never even heard of demo cratic employee owner ship,” the conference needs 
to include workshops on how to reconcile hierarchical management with worker 
owner ship. That we need to accept the real ity of management.

I was unsettled by Herbert’s argument about class and worker control. Back 
in the Golden Valley region of Northern California, where the worker- owned 
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 cooperatives I call One World Natu ral Grocery and  People’s Daily Bread Bakery 
are located,2 I had been a customer of the cooperative grocery for many years 
and was friends with a few of its worker- owners. I had been highly impressed 
by what I saw as the grocery’s ability to combine individual autonomy, orga-
nizational democracy, and good, regular paychecks. The grocery appeared to 
give its workers flexibility but also protect the business. Workers could create 
their own weekly schedules or take time off work to care for  family members or 
create art proj ects, but from the stories I heard, it seemed the grocery still fired 
shirking workers and required work groups to meet the needs of the store as a 
 whole. Now I wondered if this balance of flexibility and financial stability was 
just another unfair advantage of being “elite,” something only available to mem-
bers of a group who, using ethnoracial and class privilege, have an outsize op-
portunity to wield power. It seemed true that the  earlier generation of 1970s 
worker- owned cooperatives  were composed primarily of white, college- educated 
youth from eco nom ically privileged homes. And the whiteness and youth of par-
ticipants at the Oregon conference was unrepresentative of the US workforce. 
I initially took their nonconformist clothes, tattoos, facial piercings, and multi-
colored and unkempt hair as the sartorial markers of  labor market elites, work-
ers with physically safe and eco nom ically advantaged and secure jobs who did 
not need a boss’s approval to guarantee an income. Herbert’s explicit class criti-
cism made me look at this a diff er ent way:  Were worker cooperatives simply cre-
ating a boutique  labor market, fulfilling but only open to  those who had the social 
skills of a privileged class? I de cided to pursue my curiosity about the social class, 
demo cratic control, and worker owner ship.

Members of the grocery themselves would  later challenge this pessimistic as-
sessment. I interviewed grocery members during the pi lot phase of my proj ect (see 
appendix A), but when I asked how they felt about the required levels of participa-
tion, only one person— herself from an eco nom ically and educationally privileged 
 family background— agreed with Herbert’s assessment of  people from culturally 
working- class backgrounds as only wanting to do routine tasks and improve their 
paychecks.  Others, almost all of whom  were raised with  little economic privilege, 
rejected this claim and instead described the personal appeal of not having a boss 
and therefore having more control over their business. Jan Bridges, a white  woman 
from an eco nom ically marginalized background with a high school diploma and 
a few years of college, said, “Every one knows when they have a boss that their 
boss is an asshole who  doesn’t know anything, and if the boss would just go away 
they could get the job done more efficiently. So that’s how it works in our work 
group. We just do it, get it done.” She offered an empirical  counter to Herbert’s 
characterization of lower- class  people being unskilled in business administra-
tion. Sweeping her arm out  towards the numerous family- owned stores in the 
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eco nom ically marginal neighborhood around us, she said, “All kinds of working- 
class  people run their own businesses  every day. . . .   Every liquor store in  every 
street corner is a small business owned by working- class  people.” As she saw it, 
eco nom ically marginalized  people did their best to exert entrepreneurial decision- 
making in small groups whenever they possibly could.

 These, then, are two strikingly diff er ent views of what workers want, and two 
diff er ent ideas about demo cratic employee owner ship and working- class options. 
On the one hand is Herbert’s claim regarding participatory democracy’s exclu-
sion of  people who have been called the working class:  those who must  labor most 
of their lives for a wage in order to purchase food, shelter, clothing, and other 
necessities for survival; who tend to live and play and create culture with  others 
in similar economic relations; and whose opportunities— for work, education, 
material goods, and po liti cal power— are actively constrained for the benefit 
of the upper classes. In his eyes, the insistence of most worker cooperatives on 
participatory self- management reproduces an orga nizational structure that not 
only saps the energies of working  people but also subtly transfers power to other 
members,  those whose class culture develops in them the skills and training to 
manipulate orga nizational pro cesses. On the other hand is Jan’s assertion that 
 people Herbert would consider “working class” can and do run their own busi-
nesses quite well, and that top- down management hinders productivity and prof-
itability. This book explores how working  people manage  these diff er ent ideas 
about democracy, organ ization, and economic life.

What Do Workers Want?
The worker- owned cooperative essentially poses the question, “What do work-
ers want?” and attempts to address perceived worker needs and desires. As with 
or ga nized  labor, this answer has rarely focused on the entire spectrum of “work-
ers’ interests.” Stable and eco nom ically supportive jobs have been at the fore-
front of all worker demands, yes, but less consistent have been  those for re spect 
and dignity, safety, workplace voice, the expression of  human creativity, control 
over what is created and how it is made, or ethnoracial and gender equality. In-
deed, the  labor movement of the first half of the twentieth  century primarily 
(but not uniformly) pursued only the first (Lipset, Trow, and Coleman 1956; 
 Lipsitz 1994).

Yet workers have made claims on far more than jobs and pay. The postwar 
period has seen increasing demands in and out of  unions for more “say/influ-
ence/repre sen ta tion/participation/voice (call it what you  will)” (Freeman and 
Rogers 2006, 32), even if top- down management and a lack of shared owner ship 
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are accepted as givens (Appelbaum et al. 2000; Blauner 1966). Furthermore, 
 although most  people  will opt for choices that seem in the realm of the pos si ble— 
for instance, the voice rights of what orga nizational theorist Catherine Turco 
(2016) describes as the “conversational firm” rather than the resource rights of 
worker owner ship— a strain of  labor organ izing dating back to the turn of the 
last  century has repeatedly proposed the “unimaginable”: shorter workweeks and 
compensation for domestic  labor (Federici 1975; Roediger and Foner 1989; Weeks 
2011). Some  union traditions have insisted on ethnoracial or gender egalitari-
anism (Milkman 2007; Roediger 1999). Some clearly labor- focused, if not strictly 
 union, organ izing has demanded demo cratic worker associations to determine 
 labor and production (Comisso 1979; Fung and Wright 2001; Gordon  Nembhard 
2014; Pateman 1970; Polletta 2002). And,  either as revolutionary social move-
ments (Brenner, Brenner, and Winslow 2010; Lenin 2012; Shafer 2005; Taylor 
2010) or as the “recovery” of formerly investor- owned factories (Larrabure, Vieta, 
and Schugurensky 2011; Vieta 2009), one strain of worker demand has long 
 focused on worker owner ship.

A Tale of Two Worker Cooperatives
Understanding the difference between what the workers of One World Natu ral 
Grocery and  People’s Daily Bread Bakery wanted was, it turned out, much more 
complicated than identifying class differences or acknowledging man ag ers’ in-
efficiency. Indeed, through interviews, observation that was both intensive and 
intermittent, and a review of financial and historical rec ords between the fall of 
2001 and the spring of 2005 (see appendix A), I discovered that almost all of the 
members of both cooperatives shared similar levels of personal and  family edu-
cation,  family wealth and occupational prestige, and “class culture,” as I discuss 
in this chapter. At both sites the  people I met had almost all  stopped their edu-
cation at high school, had  little to no  family wealth as a fallback, and  were work-
ing in the kinds of manual production or ser vice jobs that are usually considered 
low- skill and low- pay. They  were what some might call working- class  people 
 doing working- class jobs. While  there was a  great deal of variation between how 
the bakery and grocery workers “got it done”— that is, in how day- to- day work-
ing conditions  were structured through managerial authority at the bakery and 
through demo cratic pro cesses at the grocery— there was also a  great deal of over-
lap in how  these authority structures  were codified, documented, and formally 
implemented. Indeed, although I initially saw myself as studying the difference 
between bureaucratic and antibureaucratic organ izations, over time I came to 
see each as embodying a distinct but nonetheless equally bureaucratic form. 
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 There  were, however, areas of divergence. While the grocery had preserved its 
gender balance, bakery  women  were a small minority, and power and authority 
mapped onto race/ethnicity at the bakery in a way not found at the grocery.

I began to won der about how a shared vision of social and economic justice 
had produced such diff er ent levels of opportunity by race/ethnicity and gender. 
I strongly suspected that orga nizational practices  were an impor tant part of this 
story of divergence, but did not yet understand how or why  these practices mat-
tered. Although the worker cooperative community was not yet talking about 
“scale” in a way it does now (Abell 2014), it seemed likely to me that worker co-
operatives would be like other small businesses: likely to fail  unless they grew. 
I therefore focused my original pi lot interviews on members of cooperatives with 
at least one hundred workers, eventually settling on the grocery and the bakery. 
As I spent more time with members of the two cooperatives— shadowing the 
daily activities of more than thirty bakery and grocery cooperative members in 
their workplaces, interviewing members in their homes or in cafés and bars, sit-
ting in on large and small meetings, and attending a variety of social events—
I came to better understand what was at stake and how practices  shaped (and 
 were  shaped by) the way each organ ization interpreted its workers’ interests.

Most of the countercultural cooperatives evaporated before the mid-1980s. 
This was due in part to the ebb of their customers’ sociopo liti cal commitments. 
And in part the expectations and needs of the typically college- educated collec-
tive members grew: as they discovered other, more profitable, job opportunities, 
their withdrawal often left their organ izations strapped for cash and expertise. 
Yet by the time I arrived to study  these companies in 2001, both One World 
Natu ral Grocery and  People’s Daily Bread Bakery had not merely survived but 
had transformed demographically, eco nom ically, and or gan i za tion ally.

Both companies  were still owned by a majority of their workers, but  these 
workers  were diff er ent from the found ers. As  table 1.1 shows, both  were ethnora-
cially diverse, particularly compared to noncooperative bakeries and retail 
stores. Further, most members described  family backgrounds with  little dispos-
able income or wealth, and  little education for themselves or their parents be-
yond high school. As Dutch Henry, a white seven- year veteran of the sales and 
delivery work group who described himself as working- class, observed, “ There’s 
not many silver- spoon  people  there.” Both companies had grown: the bakery’s 
varied line of organic baked goods was available fresh and frozen in mainstream 
supermarket chains throughout North Amer i ca; the grocery had made a series 
of expansion moves  until it settled into a former car showroom covering almost 
half a city block. In 2003 the bakery had over a hundred employees and net 
revenues of $17.5 million, and the grocery over two hundred employees and 
net revenues just shy of $25 million.3 Both companies  were in the pro cess of 
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CHALLENGING THE SOCIAL 
MODEL OF DISABILITY

by Amy S. F. Lutz

This morning, I discovered that I had been blocked from commenting or posting in a Facebook 
group for parents of children with autism because I supported a mom who observed that those 
with “high functioning” kids are “lucky.” Her son sounds a lot 
like mine—intellectually disabled, with minimal communica-
tion skills and a complete lack of safety awareness that neces-
sitates 24-hour supervision. Yet autistic adults in the group 
(either parents themselves, or merely interested in advising 
parents) pounced on her. They suggested that her child was 
more capable than she described him and dismissed func-
tioning labels as “arbitrary,” “useless,” and “harmful.” When I 
added that my son also suffers from epilepsy, bipolar disor-
der, and a history of aggressive and self-injurious rages, she 
and I were both blasted with a word I’ve seen increasingly 
weaponized to shut down discourse that doesn’t comport 
with the prevailing Disability Rights narrative: ableist.

I am both a parent advocate and a historian of medicine, so I’ve been very interested in how 
the social model of disability—which locates disability in an unaccommodating society, rather 
than an individual—has become entrenched in Disability Rights and academic narratives. What 
started out in the 1960s and 1970s as the completely common-sense observation that those with 
physical and sensory impairments were far less disabled in communities with curb-cuts, ramps, 

elevators, Braille menus, chirping traffic lights, etc. 
has evolved into an insistence that all disability—
even the most profound intellectual and devel-
opmental—is socially constructed. Bioethicist Lisa 
Freitag called this “a cardinal rule that makes public 
optimism toward disability a requirement,” that “ef-
fectively silences parents who speak out about the 
hardships they encounter.”

Freitag isn’t the only academic who has challenged 
the hegemony of the social model. Sociologist 
Tom Shakespeare, women’s studies scholar Barbara 
Hillyer, and political scientist Stacy Clifford Sim-
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plican have all argued that the social model fails to consider those with significant cognitive 
impairments, for whom there is absolutely no societal accommodation that would allow them to 
live alone, hold competitive, minimum wage employment, or make meaningful decisions about 
their lives.

But many disability scholars refuse to engage 
with these critiques. In their new book on parent 
advocacy, for example, Allison Carey, Pamela 
Block, and Richard Scotch divide parents into 
“allies” or “obstacles,” depending on whether 
they align with the goals of the Disability Rights movement. (Yes, they call me out as an ob-
stacle). Nowhere do they consider whether parents who “are more likely to pursue paternalistic 
approaches to care, such as guardianship, supervision, and imposed treatment” do so because 
that’s exactly what our kids need, not because we’re control freaks carelessly steamrolling over 
our children’s autonomy and capacity.

Disability Rights advocates and scholars have worked hard to articulate a broad identity that 
includes everyone affected by disability, and I have a great appreciation for their many ac-
complishments. But the key question that has remained undertheorized since Philip Ferguson 
pointed out in 1987 that “the exclusion of people with severe retardation from the disability 
rights movement is not simply an oversight…It is also a logical concomitant of the conceptual 
base” is how to respectfully include those with significant intellectual and developmental disabil-
ities without eclipsing the devastating impairments that make severe autism, as I wrote in that 
Facebook group, “tragic.” I don’t know how best to do that, but I do know that censoring this 
perspective is not the answer.

But many disability scholars 
refuse to engage with these 

critiques.
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Raquel works at an Amazon fulfillment center on the East Coast, stocking items 
that  will eventually be shipped to homes throughout the region— every thing 
from cans of soup to toilet paper. When the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in the 
United States, millions of families suddenly wanted to buy every thing they 
needed without leaving their homes. As a result, Raquel found herself being pub-
licly referred to for the first time as an essential worker. She is not yet sure  whether 
it is a compliment.

Raquel is the sole provider for her five- year- old child and her  mother, who 
has health prob lems.  After the pandemic started, several of her coworkers  were 
diagnosed with COVID-19  after the com pany failed to implement social distanc-
ing practices or provide personal protective equipment to employees. To pro-
tect her  family’s health, Raquel  stopped  going to work, calling in sick for as long 
as she could. But when her unemployment payments  stopped, her student loans 
started piling up, and as overdue rent payments mounted, eviction loomed. How 
safe would her  family be then?

Leonard lives hundreds of miles from Raquel in a midwestern city where he 
drives for Uber and Lyft and delivers food for DoorDash. When hailing a  ride 
became dangerous to public health, Leonard found himself in a tough spot. Un-
like Raquel, he was not considered essential, and he quickly lost all sources of 
income. When he applied for unemployment benefits, he discovered he was not 
qualified  because he was not an employee. Despite having been a faithful, rule- 
following worker for all of the app companies he’d relied on, Leonard was now 
on his own. What would he and his  family do?

INTRODUCTION

Who Rules?
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The economy is not working for most of us. Too many  people are forced to 
make impossible choices about  whether to pay a utility bill, pay for a much- needed 
prescription drug, or put food on the  table. Economic, social, and po liti cal shifts 
from plant closings to outbreaks of disease can devastate entire communities. If 
workers had a platform that allowed them to engage in decision- making within 
their companies, their industries, or the economy as a  whole before a crisis arrived, 
they could avoid the kinds of impossible choices faced by Raquel, Leonard, and 
millions more like them. Why do US workers lack such a platform? In this book, 
 we’ll explore that question.

The prevailing po liti cal economy of the United States and much of the world 
is based on princi ples originally espoused by Southern slave  owners— the pater-
nalistic view that they knew what was best for their (enslaved) workers and that 
their liberty as individual landowners outweighed the rights of the working 
 women and men who they claimed to own. This fundamental tension has de-
fined our country from its beginning. Historian Eric Foner elaborates on how 
slavery sits at the root of modern- day conflicts in his book, The Second Found-
ing: How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution.1 The 
Reconstruction period was marked by attempts to build a multiracial US de-
mocracy. The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution abolished slavery 
and all forms of forced  labor; the  Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed citizen-
ship to all  those born in the United States; and the Fifteenth Amendment guar-
anteed the right to vote to Black men. Each included clauses empowering Congress 
to enforce  these provisions, with the goal of ensuring that Reconstruction would 
be “the beginning of an extended historical pro cess: the adjustment of American 
society to the end of slavery.”2 Many of the gains made by social movements 
from the 1920s through the 1970s  were anchored in the same Reconstruction- 
era princi ples— women’s suffrage, the New Deal, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. These gains have been targeted by conserva-
tive judges and elected officials who have intentionally, systematically rolled 
them back, in many case seeking to restore pre– Civil War interpretations of the 
Constitution.

It naturally follows that the  people fighting for dignity in the communities 
where systems of worker oppression descended from slavery have been in place 
the longest— namely Black and immigrant workers in the southern region of the 
United States and  people of the global south— have some of the most creative 
approaches to undermining  those systems and building, perhaps for the first 
time, a healthy democracy.

A healthy democracy is a system in which the majority of  people have the abil-
ity and mechanisms in place to consult, confer, and collectively govern themselves. 
Democracy is not just a system of po liti cal practices. Demo cratic princi ples must 
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also be applied to participation and decision- making in all aspects of our eco-
nomic lives. While voting, lobbying, and other forms of policy and  legal work are 
impor tant forms of demo cratic participation, collective bargaining— both at work 
and elsewhere— applies demo cratic practices to economic relationships. Without 
both po liti cal and economic democracy, the  whole system is compromised.

Collective bargaining, then, is fundamental to democracy. At its best collec-
tive bargaining is a system by which working  people can exercise collective power 
in a way that directly confronts the  owners of capital and reclaims a portion of 
that capital for working  people and their communities. Collective bargaining 
allows everyday  people to “practice democracy”— directly engaging in the deci-
sions that affect their lives. Collective bargaining affects our lives beyond work-
sites as well. We all benefit when workers have a platform to prepare for a crisis 
before it comes. When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, essential staff in  unionized 
nursing homes  were better prepared to support aging residents, ultimately hav-
ing 30  percent fewer COVID-19- related deaths than nonunion nursing homes.3

Unfortunately, the number of  people in the United States who have been able 
to engage in collective bargaining has dramatically decreased in the last half- 
century. In January 2020, the percentage of US workers in  unions hovered just 
above 10  percent, down from over 30  percent in 1954.4

The reason for this dramatic decline is threefold. First, power has shifted from 
national companies to multinational corporations and then again to hedge funds 
and other actors of finance capital. The result of this financialization of indus-
try is that executives at the top are focused on maximizing profits without con-
cern for the communities and workers creating  those profits. The new global 
cap i tal ists want to cut  labor costs as much as pos si ble, and  because  unions have 
the opposite goal of ensuring working  people get a fair return on their  labor, they 
must be eliminated.

Second, global executives have been socializing responsibility and risk while 
further privatizing the profits at the top. This is often described as fissuring the 
workplace, as it shifts responsibility for every thing from  labor practices to envi-
ronmental costs to a series of intermediaries, contractors, subcontractors, and 
even workers themselves— misclassified as in de pen dent contractors and thus 
prevented from joining or forming  unions.5

Last, and a stark reminder of the  human role in the decline of  union mem-
bership, is the growth of an active union- busting industry— including the use 
of  legal firms to help companies prevent their employees from forming  unions, 
co ali tions to lobby legislators to weaken protections for workers attempting to 
or ga nize and collectively bargain, and even the infiltration of business schools 
to turn what used to be basic courses in labor- management relations into pro-
pagandistic forums painting  unions as bad for business.6
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 Because of  these shifts economic democracy in the twenty- first  century can-
not be achieved solely on a practice focused exclusively on worksites supported 
by the  legal framework of the National  Labor Relations Act (NLRA). This is sim-
ply not enough on its own, even if it  hadn’t been systematically eroded to de-
crease worker participation in  unions. Rather, organizers must explore a more 
expansive definition of collective bargaining that adapts to the context of global 
capitalism and all its features, including addressing the material and cultural 
needs of the modern worker. This means ultimately changing the very nature of 
what a  union contract covers, broadening what individuals can negotiate over 
and who they can negotiate with, from their direct bosses to many other indi-
viduals with concentrated power in their sector or community. Com pany exec-
utives negotiate many contracts to formalize a myriad of diff er ent economic 
relationships. Why are workers  limited to just one?

Workers have a stake in their ability to come together collectively not only as 
employees but also in the myriad of other ways working  people play a role in 
the economy. Tenants, debtors, homeowners, consumers, and many  others have 
joined together to directly confront and negotiate with specific forces of capital— 
corporations, banks, and ele ments of the state—to ensure dignified lives for them-
selves and their families. And some of the same forms of power used in a worksite 
context are also available in  these arenas—in par tic u lar, the power to collectively 
withhold participation in an economic relationship in order to force concessions 
from  those who seek to get rich through exploitation.

Collective bargaining is a means to an end, not the end itself. We  don’t tell 
 people they have the right to elect a senator; we say they have the right to vote. 
Likewise, telling  people they have the right to form or to join a  union misses the 
point.  People must leverage their power to or ga nize and collectively bargain, 
what ever that needs to look like based on their economic relationship to other 
stakeholders.

Our ancestors  were clear on this when they began embarking, from vari ous 
positions, on the proj ect of Reconstruction to build a multiracial democracy— 
politically and economically—in the United States. That proj ect was never 
brought to fruition. Now we must complete the job. It is with this understand-
ing that we, a southern Black  woman and a  woman descended from India, at-
tempt to position collective bargaining as a critical pillar in the strug gle for 
democracy, and not just in the current framework we know  today. It is time to 
reclaim our country and the vision that so many of our ancestors intended for 
our  future. It’s not complicated.  Those who exploit the  labor of other  people are 
not humanitarian.  Those who defend the rule of a small minority over the ma-
jority are not populists.  Those who carry flags of the Confederacy or deface the 
US flag are not patriots. We must stop legitimizing economic and po liti cal sys-
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tems that do not center workers as leading partners, and we must pick up where 
we left off in advancing the ideals of Reconstruction.

The good news is that working  people have what it takes to do this. In this book 
we emphasize the importance of centralizing the fight against white supremacy 
and patriarchy in building and expanding access to collective bargaining. And we 
do this by showcasing the creative strategy of Black workers, immigrant workers, 
southern workers, and workers from the global south— designations we are hon-
ored to share—as models to be scaled up in ways that viably challenge trends in 
 today’s global economy so that we can build a society that works for all of us. And 
we highlight  these approaches, not simply in pursuit of collective bargaining but 
also to ensure we all receive a fair return on our  labor, to support our families and 
live with dignity and even (dare we say it?) with joy.

In part 1 of the book, titled “How Did We Get  Here?” we  will take a look back 
at US history, particularly through the lens of  labor movements. We  will start, in 
chapter 1, by explaining the basic idea of collective bargaining. It is one of the most 
power ful tools that workers can use to assert their rights, share in governance of 
the institutions they are part of, and reshape rules, pro cesses, policies, and systems 
to bring about greater fairness and better lives for all. Yet, as we  will see, this 
power ful tool has become increasingly neglected in recent de cades. How and why 
did this happen? The answer to this question is provided in chapters 2 and 3. As we 
 will explain, at one time the US  labor movement helped lead the  battle for demo-
cratic reforms. It produced valuable breakthroughs in our workplaces— especially 
the creation of guarantees that  were supposed to protect the right to collective 
bargaining. But  labor won  limited victories, meaning that the fight for economic 
democracy was only half- won.

How did the  labor movement fall short? We  will also address this question. 
The reasons are complex but include the narrow focus of  labor leaders (largely 
ignoring issues outside the  limited topics included in workplace bargaining) and 
their willingness to exclude too many  people:  people of color,  women, immi-
grants, the poor, and the other wise disenfranchised.  These  mistakes left work-
ing  people vulnerable to divide- and- conquer strategies. The rich and power ful 
have used  these strategies to impose a highly effective reactionary program on 
our country. Among other structural assaults, they have largely crippled the 
 labor movement.

Over time, social and economic trends (including the United States’ changing 
demographics, rising costs of education and health care, the evolving nature of 
work, globalization of markets and supply chains, and climate change) have made 
rule by the rich and power ful increasingly oppressive and intolerable. The forces 
of global capital that ultimately drive  these trends have power ful media empires 
at their disposal that try to conceal the realities of what is happening. But even 
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 these propaganda factories cannot completely blind ordinary  people to the dire 
trends unfolding in their own neighborhoods.  Every year, more  people realize the 
depth of the crises we face. Something has got to give!

We have seen that the  labor movement of the twentieth  century did a lot, 
within its own limitations, to improve the circumstances of working  women and 
men in the United States. But  mistakes by  labor leaders and changing conditions 
have left workers vulnerable to a power ful counterattack by the Right. To fight 
back effectively against the unjust system we face  today, we need a new kind of 
movement for organ izing and collective bargaining.

In part 2 of this book, titled “The Building Blocks of Economic Democracy” we 
 will offer some frameworks through which we might create the movement we 
need. We start in chapter 4 with an articulation of why collective bargaining in the 
workplace is worth the fight.  Here you  will meet the first of many worker leaders 
we  were able to talk to in researching this book. Rubynell Walker- Barbee, origi-
nally from Detroit, was shocked to find that her coworkers in Atlanta  were 
unaware of their right to form a  union. We move on in chapter 5 to discuss the 
need for a movement that reaches beyond the workplace, representing us as  whole 
 people— not just as workers but as citizens, consumers, parents, patients, students, 
mi grants, and more. (In this chapter, Kimberly Mitchell, a retail worker in Wash-
ington, DC, makes her case for being more than just a worker.)

And in chapter 6 we discuss the need for a movement that includes and orga-
nizes all  people— one that fights against white supremacy, patriarchy, xenophobia, 
homophobia, and all other strategies of exclusion, division, and oppression. By 
failing to practice this strategy of inclusion, parts of the twentieth- century  labor 
movement allowed itself to be robbed of much of the power derived from true 
solidarity. The twenty- first- century movement must not make the same  mistake. 
Lidia Victoria of Tar Heel, North Carolina, explains how she and her coworkers 
won by centering a multiracial strug gle for dignity at a Smithfield pork pro cessing 
plant. And Sanchioni Butler explains how her  women’s liberation movement hap-
pened on the shop floor of an auto- plant in Dallas, Texas.

Last, we need a movement that does not get bogged down in partisan divi-
sions but instead builds organ izations based on shared values— which are just 
as likely to be found in the so- called red states of the South and Midwest as in 
the blue states states of the West Coast and Northeast that  labor organizers and 
other progressives have traditionally considered more fertile ground for organ-
izing. This is the primary discussion in chapter 7, where we meet Allyson Perry 
and Heather DeLuca-Nestor, two West  Virginia teachers who did not see the 
po liti cal leanings of voters in their red state as a barrier to organ izing.

Each chapter of part 3, “The Way We Win,” explains a diff er ent aspect of the 
new movement we need to build. Bettie Douglas, a fast- food employee from 



that old narratives of the good life are failing. 
Dominant narratives that promise success and 
prosperity as a result of individual hard work 
are shaking. This book not only explains why 
such narratives have always been inadequate, 
but also offers alternative narratives that have 
long existed among marginalized groups 
struggling for the good life. By taking an in-
depth look at the ways people seek the good 
life amidst some of the world’s most stagnant 
unemployment and insidious racism, this 
book seeks out new ways of imagining the 
good life at a time when the world is desperate 
for new narratives.

equity and respect. We need to ask not just 
how to create more jobs, but how people attain 
good lives.

3. How do you wish you could change the field?

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic and events 
in the wake of George Floyd’s death brought 
global attention to two questions: how can 
people survive amidst the skyrocketing unem-
ployment of an economic collapse, and how 
can we undo the deeply entrenched systems 
and schemas of racism? Amidst these pres-
ent crises, the evidence is clearer than ever 

becomes the new global norm, the ways Sma, 
Teeza, and others in this book conceptualize 
the good life as respect, hustling, and relation-
ships become ever more relevant.

2. What do you wish you had known when you 
started writing your book, that you know now? 

Before conducting this research, I had worked 
with a South African organization aimed at 
helping people find work. I knew that these 
organizations often f loundered, but this 
research helped me understand why. This 
research taught me that efforts to address 
unemployment must focus less on the habits 
of the unemployed and more on the very roots 
of how societies envision the good life. And 
creating good lives will require seeking racial 

“We need to ask not just how to create more 
jobs, but how people attain good lives.”

three Questions with
CHRISTINE JESKE
author of The Laziness Myth

1. What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

When she dropped out of Electrical Engineer-
ing school, Sma joined the fifty-two percent of 
young South Africans counted as unemployed. 
In the years that followed, Sma and her hip hop 
dancer friend Teeza started a fashion design 
company. Told from one angle, this is the 
quintessential entrepreneurial success story— 
from poverty to start-up. But that’s not how 
Sma and Teeza tell it. “We’re still hustlers,” 
they explained. Hustling is a scrappy fight for 
dignity amid tough odds. As unemployment 



Over the course of the next twelve months we will publish more 
than fifteen new books about work and health and medicine un-
der our ILR Press imprint. You can find these, as well as all books 
previously published by ILR Press on our website. Either use your 
smartphone camera to scan the QR code below or visit
cornellpress.cornell.edu/imprints/ilr-press to see our extensive list.

If you are an ILR Press author and would like to have your work 
featured in the next issue of ILR Press: A Cornell University Press 
Magazine please contact the marketing department.
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